Abstract-Impression-based music retrieval is the best way to find pieces of music that suit the preferences, senses, or mental states of users. A natural language interface (NLI) is more useful and effective than a graphical user interface for impression-based music retrieval since an NLI interprets users' spontaneous input sentences to represent musical impressions and generates query vectors for music retrieval. Existing impression-based music retrieval systems, however, have no dialogue capabilities for modifying the most recently used query vector. We evaluated a natural language dialogue system we developed that deals not only with 164 impression words but also with 14 comparative expressions, such as "a little more" and "more and more," and, if necessary, modifies the most recently used query vector through a dialogue. We also evaluated performance using 35 participants to determine the effectiveness of our dialogue system. Index Terms-Music retrieval, impression-based, natural langauge dialogue.
I. INTRODUCTION
W HEN users want to locate specific music data from the huge volumes contained in music databases, they usually input bibliographic keywords, such as title and artist. When they do not have any bibliographic keywords, they can use content-based music-retrieval systems that enable them to find data by singing the song, typing parts of the lyrics, or humming the tune [1] , [2] , [3] , [4] . However, these systems are ineffective if they do not specify the exact music data they want to find. In such situations, impression-based music-retrieval systems are best because they enable users to find pieces of music that suit their preferences, senses, or mental states [5] , [6] , [7] , [8] , [9] .
Information for impression-based music-retrieval systems is generally entered using one of the following three methods: (i) users select one or more impression words from the multiple words presented [5] , [8] , (ii) users select one or more impression words from the multiple words presented and evaluate each of the selected words using a Likert scale [6] , and (iii) users select one or more pairs of impression words from the multiple pairs presented and evaluate each of the selected pairs using a Likert scale [7] , [9] . With these approaches, increasing the numbers of words presented increases the cost to the user in terms of time and the labor required to input impressions. A set of words that is too limited, on the other hand, will often not allow users to accurately represent their target impressions. A natural language interface (NLI), therefore, is needed so that users can input impressions without consciously limiting their vocabulary and wording.
Few NLIs have so far been developed as a user interface for an impression-based multimedia content retrieval system. For example, we have developed an NLI that interprets 164 impression words, such as "happy" and "sad," and 119 degree modifiers, such as "a little" and "comparatively," and generates a query vector for music retrieval [10] , [11] . However, our NLI does not have dialogue capabilities for modifying the most recently used query vector through a dialogue. That is, when a user's impression from a listening to a retrieval result is not similar to or does not match the user's inputted impressions, the user is asked to enter a new sentence to obtain more accurate retrieval results rather than modify the most recent query vector. Harada et al. have developed an impression-based image-retrieval system with an NLI that deals with 40 impression words and a few comparative expressions [12] . However, their NLI only understands a few stereotypical expressions, such as "I would like to have a simpler one," and does not have sufficient dialogue capabilities for interactive impression-based retrieval.
In this paper, we, therefore, describe a natural language dialogue system we developed that helps users to generate or modify query vectors for impression-based music-retrieval in Japanese. We modified our impression-based music-retrieval system to include an NLI [9] , [10] , [11] as a base module for our dialogue system since our NLI deals with many impression words but has no dialogue capabilities for interactive retrieval. That is, we developed a method for dealing with 14 comparative expressions, and then incorporated it into our NLI. This enables users to obtain more accurate retrieval results for impression-based music retrieval since users can easily modify the most recently used query vectors through a dialogue with our dialogue system. Note that such comparatives as "brighter" and "happier" are not used in the target language of Japanese, while adjectives modified by such comparative expressions as "more," "a little more," and "still more" are used.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Sect. II describes the specifications of the query vectors that are valid in our impression-based music-retrieval system. Sect. III proposes a method for interpreting users' spontaneous input sentences and, if necessary, modifying the most recently 
II. REQUIRED QUERY VECTOR SPECIFICATIONS
This section contains a description of the specifications for query vectors that are valid in the impression-based music-retrieval system into which our proposed method is incorporated.
A query vector has ten components. Each component corresponds sequentially to each of the ten impression scales listed in Table I . A component's value is a real number between 0 and 8 corresponding to a seven-step Likert scale, and symbol "nil" denotes a "don't care" term in an impression scale defined using paired impression words. For instance, impression scale No. 8 "Happy -Sad" is characterized by the seven categories including "very happy," "happy," "a little happy," "medium," "a little sad," "sad," and "very sad," that correspond to 7.0, 6.0, 5.0, 4.0, 3.0, 2.0, and 1.0, respectively. That is, to find musical pieces that will create a happy impression, the following 10-dimensional vector would be generated as a query vector.
(nil nil nil nil nil nil nil 6.0 nil nil) Similarly, to find dark and sad musical pieces, the following query vector would be generated. The NLI into which our proposed method of enabling interactive impression-based retrieval is incorporated generates query vectors from 164 impression words using the interpretation rules between impression words and query vectors as listed in Table II . For example, when impression word "gentle" is only extracted from the sentence a user entered, the following query vector will be generated by applying an interpretation rule to the impression word. 
III. DIALOGUE CAPABILITIES FOR IMPRESSION-BASED RETRIEVAL
This section proposes a method to interpret sentences for modifying the most recently used query vector, which enables interactive impression-based retrieval.
First, we defined comparative expressions that our dialogue system should interpret for interactive impression-based retrieval. We extracted 14 adverbs and adverbial expressions representing the complete degree of change from a Japanese thesaurus called "Ruigo-Kokugo-Jiten" [13] and set them as target comparative expressions in this paper. All target comparative expressions are listed in Table III together with the parameters used to interpret the comparative expressions, where the parameters will appear in the equation (2) .
Next, we conducted a questionnaire-based experiment using 50 women and 50 men to investigate how a query vector, v i (i = 1, 2, · · · , 10), should be modified on the basis of comparative expressions extracted from a sentence entered to modify the query vector. In this experiment, we assumed that a specified query vector had already been used. The query vectors to be generated in finding "totemo-shizukana (very quiet)," "shizukana (quiet)," "sukoshi-shizukana (a little quiet)," "dochiratomo-ienai (medium)," "sukoshi-shizukadenai (not a little quiet)," "shizukadenai (not quiet)," or "totemo-shizukadenai (not quiet at all)" tunes were assumed and used. Under each -14 -13 -12 -11 -10 -9 -8 -7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 totemo-shizukadenai assumption, about 30 participants evaluated impressions of the phrase containing an impression word and a comparative expression using a base scale for scoring, as shown in Fig. 1 . For example, if a query vector for finding a "shizukana (quiet)" tune was just used, the participants were then asked to mark how much "motto-shizukana (quieter)" tunes should be to create a quiet impression on the base scale printed on a sheet of paper.
We found that the estimation results in this experiment varied widely, as shown in Fig. 2 . We, therefore, introduced a method to determine the representative value of a histogram. The process flow is outlined in Fig. 3 . First, if the number of participants in the mode of an input histogram is more than the majority, the method determines the value of the mode as a representative value of the histogram and terminates the process. Otherwise, the method performs the following processes. (1) Simple moving averages (MA) are first computed with the range of five for an input histogram. Then, MA is computed using the following equation in this paper.
where N x denotes the number of participants in the score, x. (2) The number, N , of participants in the range between a score with the maximum moving average plus minus d is computed when the initial value of d is 1. (3) If N is greater than the majority, the mean value computed only from the scores of the participants in the range is determined as a representative value of the histogram, and the process is terminated. Otherwise, d is increased by 1, and the process then proceeds to Step (2). Next, we used regression analysis to obtain a regression equation or linear equation between the most recently used query vector, w i , and a query vector modified by a sentence that included a comparative expression, w registered in a parameter table for interpreting comparative expressions, which is listed in Table III along with the corresponding adjusted coefficients of determination [14] .
Where v i and v ′ i denote comparative expressions converted from w i and w ′ i , respectively. We find that all the comparative expressions excluding "gutto (much better)" and "gunto (much better)" have very high adjusted coefficients of determination, and the adjusted coefficients of determination for "gutto (much better)" and "gunto (much better)" are not so low. Hence, we can say that satisfactory results were obtained in this regression analysis.
We used "shizukana (quiet)" as the impression word modified by a comparative expression. Since this impression word corresponds to 6 points on the seven-step scale, the equation (v ′ i = bv i + c) cannot be applied to impression words corresponding to 4 or lower points, such as "sad" and "dark." To solve this problem, we assumed that the difference, v ′ i − v i , between the most recently used query vector and a newly generated query vector was in proportion to query vector x i generated from the impression word modified by a comparative expression. We formulated the following simultaneous equation. When 
where x i denotes the value of the i th component of a query vector generated from the corresponding impression word, and the values for b and c are obtained from the parameter table listed in Table III 
IV. DIALOGUE CAPABILITIES FOR INTERACTIVE
IMPRESSION-BASED RETRIEVAL Sentences that users input into the NLI are processed as outlined in the steps shown in Fig. 4 , and subsequent query vectors will be generated and used in inputs to retrieve music. Each step is outlined in the following.
A. Morphological Analysis
An input sentence is decomposed into words by using JUMAN [15] , which is one of the most famous Japanese morphological analysis systems. The basic form, the part-of-speech name, and the conjugation name for each word are simultaneously annotated for the word as tags.
B. Extraction of Impression Words
Information for query vector generation, such as impression words, comparative expressions, and negative words, is extracted from annotated words obtained in the preceding step. If negative words were extracted, they would become a pair with the depending impression words for each pair, and each pair would be dealt with as one impression word in the following steps. For instance, the impression word "not-pretty" is extracted from the sentence "I don't want a pretty one."
C. Generation of Query Vectors
First, when the interpretation rules are applied to the impression words extracted in the preceding step, a query vector is generated from each of the words, as described in Sect. II. When there are results from most recently performed retrieval and a comparative expression is extracted with an impression word from an input sentence, the value of v Table III , and x i denotes the value of the i th component of the query vector generated from the impression word.
D. Synthesis of Query Vectors
If two or more query vectors are generated, the query vectors are synthesized by computing the mean value in each component, where "nil" is excluded from the calculation. For example, when the impression words "happy" and "gentle" are extracted from the input sentence, the following two query vectors are generated from the words. 
V. PERFORMANCE-EVALUATION OF DIALOGUE CAPABILITIES
Nineteen women and sixteen men participated in a performance-evaluation experiment of the proposed dialogue capabilities. We first asked all 35 participants the question, "What impression should the musical pieces you want to obtain create?". Each of the participants replied to this question with four answers denoting her/his impressions of the musical pieces. We then asked the participants to individually enter their four answers into the impression-based music-retrieval system, which was proposed in the previous sections, and retrieve music 2 using the following procedures. When musical pieces were presented as retrieval results, the participants listened to the first retrieved musical piece with the shortest distance, and then evaluated whether the impressions 2 The music database had 160 short classical pieces. The playback time ranged from about 30 seconds to several minutes. All the musical pieces have been released to the public through http://nocturne.vis.ne.jp/ and http: //k2works.com/nerve/ and have been approved for secondary purposes. A 10-dimensional vector, consisting of real values between 0.0 and 8.0, was automatically assigned to each musical piece using a function of the original music-retrieval system [9] we used in this paper. The original music-retrieval system calculated the distances between a query vector and the vectors of musical pieces, and then presented, at most, the three musical pieces with the shortest distances. Fig. 5 . A captured snapshot of the user interface for retrieval. The text box in the upper part of the screen displays dialogue history, the text box in the left-middle part displays reports and instructions from the system, the text box in the right-middle part is for the user input, and the text box in the lower displays the results of the most recent retrieval. Rank, names of musical pieces, data size, distance, and so on are also displayed in this text box.
from this piece were similar to the input impressions using a five-point scale. For example, if the impressions from the first retrieved musical piece were very similar to those input, the participants would award five points. Conversely, if the impressions from the first retrieved musical piece were not at all similar to those input, the participants would award one point. For scores other than five points, the participants were asked to enter a sentence to modify the most recently used query vector and retrieve music again. The 14 comparative expressions, which the participants could enter, were printed on a sheet and presented to the participants, and the participants were asked to use the comparative expressions to form a sentence to modify a query vector. The participants repeated retrieving music until they awarded five points to the first retrieved musical piece or the results of the retrieval became empty. A sample of dialogues provided by our system is shown in Fig. 5 , and the results of the experiment mentioned above are listed in Table IV .
Although the participants conducted a total of 140 music retrievals, they awarded five points in 51 (36.4%) of the 140 sessions. A score of five points was awarded for the first retrieval using a new query vector in 36 of the 51 sessions, and the scores were increased to five points by modifying the most recently used query vectors in 15 of the 51 sessions. Note that the remaining session of "Increased" was the case in which, although the score was increased to three points, the session was terminated for some reason.
Next, we analyzed the sessions in which a score of five points was not awarded at all. In Table IV , the "four points" for the new query vectors resulted from the fact that the sentence to modify the most recently used query vector was interpreted as one for generating a new query vector due to a participant's mistype and the session was terminated. The reason why the situation in which the numbers of hits for new query vectors were zero occurred is because the negative form of suffix "sugiru (too)" 3 was not interpreted adequately. In total, 40 (28.6%) of the 140 sessions were classified "Failed (out of target)." This phenomenon occurred when the impression words, which the dialogue system could deal with, were not extracted from the sentences the participants entered. The impression words the dialogue system can deal with are limited to the 164 words that represent the affective characteristics of musical pieces or the change in the listeners' affective states. The input sentence the dialogue system failed to interpret contained critical comments about musical pieces (11 sessions), statements about scenic images (seven sessions), comments about a register of musical instrument (five sessions), and comments about musical structures (four sessions). We did not present the impression words the dialogue system could deal with to the participants to enable them to spontaneously enter sentences. In total, 22 (15.7%) of the 140 sessions were classified "Failed (use of unregistered word)." That is, any query vectors were not generated due to the use of words unregistered in the interpretation rules and sessions were terminated. This indicates the need to develop a method to deal with unregistered words and to incorporate it into the dialogue system. This is one of the areas for our future works. In 2 of the 140 sessions, the scores were decreased through dialogues. One case was when a participant scored low even though the same musical piece was presented as the first retrieval result, and the other was a case when a wrong retrieval result was presented due to wrong interpretation of the sentence indicating changed impressions during the performance of a musical piece. In 8 of the 140 sessions, the scores were not changed through dialogues and were less than five points. These cases occurred since the sessions were terminated for some reasons even though the conditions for finishing a session had not been satisfied. We would like to reconsider the instructions provided to participants.
As mentioned above, when the dialogue system successfully interpreted the user input sentences, the scores for musical pieces presented as the first retrieval results improved. This proves that the dialogue system enables users to obtain better retrieval results through dialogues for impression-based retrieval.
VI. CONCLUSION
We evaluated a method we proposed to deal with 14 comparative expressions and to enable interactive impression-based retrieval. We incorporated the proposed method into an existing impression-based music-retrieval system that lacked dialogue capabilities but accepted natural language input and conducted a performance-evaluation experiment with 35 participants. Results revealed that the dialogue system was effective in obtaining better retrieval results using dialogues than language input. Note that, although we did not mention in this paper the details of the 119 degree modifiers, such as "a little" and "comparatively" that an original natural language interface can deal with [11] due to page limits, our dialogue system also can deal with the 119 degree modifiers.
Performance evaluation of our dialogue system is the basis for our future work. Other future work includes developing a method to deal with unregistered words and a method to manage changed impressions of a musical piece during performance.
